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Abstract
Irregular scene text, which has complex layout in 2D
space, is challenging to most previous scene text recogniz-
ers. Recently, some irregular scene text recognizers either
rectify the irregular text to regular text image with approx-
imate 1D layout or transform the 2D image feature map to
1D feature sequence. Though these methods have achieved
good performance, the robustness and accuracy are still
limited due to the loss of spatial information in the process
of 2D to 1D transformation. Different from all of previ-
ous, we in this paper propose a framework which transforms
the irregular text with 2D layout to character sequence di-
rectly via 2D attentional scheme. We utilize a relation at-
tention module to capture the dependencies of feature maps
and a parallel attention module to decode all characters in
parallel, which make our method more effective and effi-
cient. Extensive experiments on several public benchmarks
as well as our collected multi-line text dataset show that
our approach is effective to recognize regular and irregular
scene text and outperforms previous methods both in accu-
racy and speed.
1. Introduction
Recently, reading text from image especially in natural
scene has attracted much attention from the academia and
industry, due to the huge demand in a large number of ap-
plications. Text recognition, as the indispensable part, plays
a significant role in an OCR system [49, 40, 50, 52, 23, 10,
18, 34, 37].
Despite large amount of approaches [49, 40, 50, 52, 53,
25, 29, 22, 23, 44, 45, 30] were proposed, scene text recog-
nition is still challenging. Except for the complex back-
ground and the varied appearance, the irregular layout fur-
ther increases the difficulty. Moreover, since most previ-
ous methods are designed for the recognition of regular text
with approximate 1D layout, they do not have the ability to
handle the irregular text image (such as curved or multi-line
∗Authors contribute equally.
text image) that the characters are distributed in 2D space.
Status of Current Irregular Text Recognizer Many
methods are proposed to recognize irregular text image
these years. We show the representative pipelines in Fig-
ure 1. Straight-forward methods are proposed in [45, 46,
36] which first rectify the irregular text image into regular
image, and then recognize the rectified one with normal text
recognizer. To address the irregular information, Cheng et
al. [12] encode 2D space information from four directions
to transform the 2D image feature maps to 1D feature se-
quences while Lyu et al. [37] and Liao et al. [32] apply se-
mantic segmentation to yield 2D character mask, and then
group the characters with the character position and heuris-
tic algorithm as shown in the second and third branch re-
spectively in Figure 1. Recently, Li et al. [31] propose an
encoder-decoder based scheme as illustrated in the fourth
branch in Figure 1, where an encoder extracts holistic fea-
ture via encoding the 2D feature map column by column
and a decoder decodes the holistic feature to character se-
quence recurrently by applying 2D attention on image fea-
ture maps.
Though promising results are achieved by the mentioned
representative approaches, there are still some limitations
preventing these methods to be more flexible, robust and
efficient. First, methods [51, 37, 32] need character-level
localization in the training phase. It is usually limited
when no character-level annotations are provided. Sec-
ond, many schemes are not robust enough to handle very
complex cases such as large curved text or multi-line text,
due to: 1) the insufficient capacity of the rectification
network [45, 46, 36]; 2) the limitation of the character
grouping algorithm [37, 32]; 3) the loss of spatial infor-
mation [45, 46, 36, 12, 31, 37, 32]. Third, some ap-
proaches [45, 46, 36, 33, 51, 31] in encoder-decoder frame-
work always use RNN and attention module in serial, which
is inefficient in sequential computation, especially when
predicting long text.
Our Contributions To mitigate the limitations of previ-
ous, we propose a novel 2D attentional irregular scene text
recognizer shown in the last branch in Figure 1. Differ-
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Figure 1. Comparison of several recent irregular scene text recognition works’ pipelines. The first branch: the pipeline of [45, 46, 36]. The
second branch: the pipeline of [12]. The third branch: the pipeline proposed by [37, 32]. The fourth branch: the pipeline proposed by [31].
The last branch: our proposed pipeline.
ent from all of previous, ours directly encode and decode
text information in 2D space through all the pipeline by
2D attentional modules. To achieve the goal, we first pro-
pose the relation attention module to capture the global con-
text information instead of modeling the context informa-
tion with RNN as in [12, 51, 31]. In addition, we design
a parallel attention module which yields multiple attention
masks on 2D feature map in parallel. With this module,
our method can output all the characters at the same time,
rather than predict the characters one by one as previous
methods [45, 46, 33, 51, 31]. Contrary to previous, ours is
the end-to-end trainable framework without complex post-
processing to detect and group characters and character-
level or pixel-level annotations for training. With the re-
lation module, our framework models the local and global
context information which is more robust to handle com-
plex irregular text (such as large curved or multi-line text).
Our method is also more efficient since the proposed par-
allel module simultaneously predicts all results compared
with previous RNN schemes.
To verify the effectiveness, we conduct experiments on
7 public benchmarks that contain both regular and irregu-
lar datasets. We achieved state-of-the-art results on almost
all datasets which demonstrate the advantages of the pro-
posed algorithm. Especially, on SVTP and CUTE80, our
method beats the previous best method [46] and [31] by
3.8% and 3.5%, respectively. Besides, to evaluate the ca-
pability of our method on complex scenarios, we collect a
cropped license plate image dataset which contains text in
one-line and multi-line. On this dataset, our method outper-
forms the rectification-based method [46] and the recurrent
2D attention-based method [31] by 18.2% and 29.6% re-
spectively, which proves the robustness of our framework.
Moreover, our approach is 2.1 and 4.4 times faster than [46]
and [31], respectively.
In summary, the major contribution of this paper is three-
fold: 1) An effective and efficient irregular scene text recog-
nizer were proposed which is designed with 2D attentional
modules and achieved state-of-the-art results both on regu-
lar and irregular scene text datasets 2) We proposed 2D rela-
tion attention module and parallel attention module making
the framework more flexible, robust and efficient; 3) A new
dataset containing text in multi-line is constructed. As far
as we know, our method is the first to show the capacity of
recognizing cropped scene text in multi-line.
2. Related Work
2.1. Scene Text Recognition
In recent years, a large number of methods have been
proposed to recognize text in natural scene. Based on the
characteristics of these methods, most of the methods fall
into the following three categories: character-based meth-
ods, word-based methods and sequence-based methods.
The early works [49, 40, 50, 52, 53, 25, 29] are mostly
character-based. They first detect and classify individual
characters, and then group them into words. In most cases,
the characters proposals are yielded via connected compo-
nents [40, 52] or sliding window [49, 53, 50, 25, 29], and
then classified with hand-crafted feature (e.g., HOG [53]) or
learned feature [50, 25]. Finally, the individual characters
are merged into a word with a heuristic algorithm.
Recently, some word-based methods [22, 23] and
sequence-based methods [44, 45, 30] equipped with
CNN [28] and RNN [19, 13] are proposed with the develop-
ment of deep learning. In [22, 23], Jaderberg et al. solve the
problem of text recognition with multi-class classification.
Based on 8 million synthetic images, they train a powerful
classifier, which classifies the 90K common English words
directly. In [44, 45, 30], the text images are recognized in
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Figure 2. Overview of the proposed method. “c” means the number of channels of the extracted image feature. “h” and “w” are the height
and width of the input image. “n” represents the number of output nodes. “-” is a special symbol which means “End of Sequence”(EOS).
a sequence-to-sequence manner. Shi et al. [44] first transfer
the input image into a feature sequence with CNN and RNN
and obtain the recognition consequence with CTC [16].
In [45, 30], the sequence is generated by the attention model
in [7, 13], step by step.
2.2. Irregular Scene Text Recognition
Irregular scene text recognition has also attracted much
attention in recent years. In [45, 46, 36], Shi et al. and
Luo et al. propose a unified network which contains a rec-
tification network and a recognition network to recognize
irregular scene text. They first use a Spatial Transform Net-
work [24] to transfer the irregular input image into a reg-
ular image which is easy to be recognized by the recog-
nition network, and then recognize the transformed image
with a sequence-based recognizer. Instead of the methods
in [45, 46, 36] which rectify the whole input image directly,
Liu et al. [33] propose to rectify the individual characters
recurrently. In [12, 51, 31, 37, 32], the authors propose to
recognize irregular text images in 2D perspective. In [12],
to recognize irregular text image with arbitrarily-oriented,
Cheng et al. adapt the sequence-based model [45, 30] with
the image feature extracted from four directions. In [51, 31],
the irregular images are handled via applying 2D attention
mechanism on feature maps. In [37, 32], with the character-
level localization annotations, Lyu et al. and Liao et al. rec-
ognize irregular text via pixel-wise semantic segmentation.
In this paper, we propose a 2D attentional irregular
scene text recognizer which transforms the irregular text
with 2D layout to character sequence directly. Compared
to the rectification pipeline [45, 46, 33, 36], our approach
is more robust and effective to recognize irregular scene
text image. Besides, compared to the previous meth-
ods [12, 51, 31, 37, 32] in 2D perspective, our method
has parallel attention mechanism, which is more efficient
than [51, 31] predicting sequence serially, and doesn’t need
character-level localization annotations as [51, 37, 32].
3. Methodology
The proposed model is a unified network which can be
trained and evaluated end-to-end. Given an input image, the
network predicts the recognition consequence directly.
3.1. Network Structure
The network structure is shown in Figure 2. Given an
input image, we first use a CNN encoder to transform the
input image into feature maps with high-level semantic in-
formation. Then, a relation attention module is applied to
each pixel of the feature maps to capture global dependen-
cies. After that, the parallel attention module is built on the
output of relation attention module and outputs a fixed num-
ber of glimpses. Finally, the character decoder decodes the
glimpses into characters.
3.1.1 Relation Attention Module
Previous methods such as [44, 45, 46] always use RNN to
capture the dependencies of the CNN encoded 1D feature
sequence, but it is not a good choice to apply RNN on 2D
feature maps directly for the consideration of computational
efficiency. In [12], Cheng et al. apply RNN on four 1D
feature sequences that extracted from four directions of the
2D feature maps. In [31], Li et al. convert the 2D feature
maps into 1D feature sequence with a max-pooling along
the vertical axis. The strategies used in [12, 31] can reduce
computation to some extent, but meanwhile, some space in-
formation may also be lost.
Inspired by [48, 20, 14] which capture the global de-
pendencies between input and output by aggregating in-
formation from the elements of the input, we build a re-
lation attention module which consists of the transformer
unit proposed in [48]. The relation attention module cap-
tures the global information in parallel, which is more effi-
cient than the above-mentioned strategies. Specifically, fol-
lowing BERT [14], the architecture of our relation attention
module is a multi-layer bidirectional transformer encoder.
We present it in the supplementary material due to the page
limit.
To apply the relation attention module to the input with
arbitrary shape conveniently, we flat the input feature maps
into a feature sequence I with the shape of k × c. The k
means the length of the flatted feature sequence, and c is the
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dimensions of each feature vector in the feature sequence.
For each feature vector Ii(i ∈ [1, k]), we use an embedding
operator to encode the position index i into position vector
Ei, which has the same dimensions as Ii. After that, the
flatted input feature I and the position-embedded feature E
are added to form the fused feature F which is sensitive to
the position.
We build several transformer layers in series to aggre-
gate information from the fused feature. Each transformer
layer consists of k transformer units. And for each trans-
former, the query, keys and values [48] are obtained with
the following process:
Qil =
{
Fi l = 1
Oil−1 l > 1
, (1)
Kil =
{
F l = 1
Ol−1 l > 1
, (2)
V il =
{
F l = 1
Ol−1 l > 1
. (3)
Here, Qil is the query vector of i-th transformer unit with
the shape of 1 × c in l-th transformer layer; Kil and V il are
the key vectors and the value vectors, both of which are in
the shape of k × c; Ol−1 means the output of the previous
transformer layer which is also in the shape of k × c.
With the query, keys and the values as input, the output
of a transformer is computed by a weighted sum operator
applied to the values. And the weights of each value is cal-
culated as the following formulas:
αijl =
exp(W ql Q
i
l ·W kl Kijl )∑k
j′=1 exp(W
q
l Q
i
l ·W kl Kij
′
l )
, (4)
where W are trainable weights.
Taking the weights α as the coefficients, the output of
each transformer is weighted and summed as:
Oil = Func(
k∑
j=1
αijl W
v
l V
ij
l ), (5)
where W vl is a learned weight. Func is a non-linear func-
tion, which can be referred to [48, 14] for detail.
We take the outputs of the last transform layer as the
relation attention module’s output.
3.1.2 Parallel Attention Module
The basic attention module used in [45, 46, 51, 31] always
work in serial and be integrated with a RNN:
αt = Attention(ht−1, αt−1, I), (6)
Figure 3. Overview of the two-stage decoder. “Ω” is the set of
decoded characters, “n” means the number of output nodes. “c” is
the number of channels of the extracted image feature maps.
where ht−1 and αt−1 are the hidden state and attention
weights of the RNN decoder at the previous step, I means
the encoded image feature sequence. As formulated in
Eq. 6, the computation of the step t is limited by the pre-
vious steps, which is inefficient.
Instead of attending recurrently, we propose a parallel
attention module, in which the dependency relationships of
the output nodes are removed. Thus, for each output node,
the computation of attention is independent, which can be
implemented and optimized in parallel easily.
Specifically, we assign the number of output nodes to n.
Given a feature sequenceO in the shape of k×c, the parallel
attention module outputs the weight coefficient α with the
following process:
α = softmax(W2tanh(W1O
T )). (7)
Here, W1 and W2 are the learnable parameters with the
shape of c× c and n× c respectively.
Based on the weight coefficients α and the encoded im-
age feature sequence I , the glimpses of each output node
can be obtained by:
Gi =
k∑
j=1
αijIj , (8)
where i and j are the index of output node and feature vector
respectively.
3.1.3 Two-stage Decoder
We take the glimpses to predict the characters with a char-
acter decoder. For each output node, the output character
probability is predicted by:
Pi = softmax(WGi + b), (9)
where W and b are the learned weights and bias.
Though the proposed parallel attention module is more
efficient than the basic recurrent attention model, the depen-
dency relationships among the output nodes are lost due to
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the parallel independent computing. To capture the depen-
dency relationships of output nodes, we build the second-
stage decoder. The second-stage decoder consists of a re-
lation attention module and a character decoder. As shown
in Figure 3, we take the glimpses as the input of relation
attention module to model the dependency relationships of
the output nodes. Besides, a character decoder is stacked
over the relation attention module to produce the prediction
results.
3.2. Optimization
We optimize the network in an end-to-end manner. The
two decoders are optimized simultaneously with a multi-
task loss:
L =
2∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
(−logPij(yj)), (10)
where y is the ground truth text sequence, i and j are the
indexes of the decoder and the output node. In the training
stage, a ground truth sequence will be padded with symbol
“EOS” if the length of this sequence is shorter than n. By
contrast, the excess parts will be discarded.
4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets
We conduct experiments on a number of datasets to ver-
ify the effectiveness of our proposed model. The model is
trained on two synthetic datasets: Synth90K [4] and Synth-
Text [5], and evaluated on both regular and irregular scene
text datasets. In particular, a license plate dataset which
contains text in one-line and multi-line is collected and pro-
posed, for evaluating the capability of our model to recog-
nize text with complex layout.
Synth90K [4] is a synthetic text dataset proposed by
Jaderberg et al. in [22]. This dataset is generated by ran-
domly blending the 90K common English words on scene
image patches. There are about 9 million images in this
dataset and all of them are used to pre-train our model.
SynthText [5] is also a commonly used synthetic text
dataset proposed in [17] by Gupta et al.. SynthText is gener-
ated for text detection and the text are randomly blended on
full images rather than the image patches in [22]. All sam-
ples in the SynthText are cropped and token as the training
data.
ICDAR 2003 (IC03) [35] is a real regular text dataset
cropped from scene text images. After filtering out some
samples which contain non-alphanumeric characters or
have less than three characters as [49], the dataset contains
860 images for test. Besides, for each sample, a 50-word
lexicon is provided.
ICDAR 2013 (IC13) [27] is derived from IC03 with
some new samples added. Following the previous meth-
Figure 4. Visualization of some irregular scene text samples. The
first two rows are samples from the above-mentioned 7 public
scene text datasets. The images in the middle two rows are our
collected license plate images with text in one-line or multi-line.
The last two rows are our synthesized license plate images.
ods [44, 46], we filter out some samples which contain non-
alphanumeric characters, and keep the remaining 1015 im-
ages as the test data. In this dataset, no lexicon is provided.
IIIT5k-Words (IIIT5K) [38] contains 5000 images, of
which 3000 images are used for test. Most samples in this
dataset are regular. For each sample in the test set, two lex-
icons which contain 50 words and 1000 words respectively
are provided.
Street View Text (SVT) [49] comprises 647 test samples
cropped from Google Street View images. In this dataset,
each image has a 50-word lexicon.
SVT-Perspective (SVTP) [41] also originates from
Google Street View images. Since the texts are shot from
the side view, many of the cropped samples are perspective
distorted. So this dataset is usually used for evaluating the
performance of recognizing perspective text. There are 639
samples for test, and for each sample, a 50-word lexicon is
given.
ICDAR 2015 Incidental Text (IC15) [26] is cropped
from the images shot with a pair of Google Glass in inci-
dental scene. 2077 samples are included in the test set, and
most of them are multi-oriented.
CUTE80 (CUTE) [42] is a dataset proposed for curved
text detection, and is then used by [45] to evaluate the ca-
pacity of a model to recognize curved text. There are 288
cropped patches for test and no lexicon is provided.
Multi-Line Text 280 (MLT280) is collected from the
Internet and consists of 280 license plate images with text in
one-line or two-line. Some samples are shown in Figure 4.
For each image, we annotate the sequence of characters in
order from left to right and top to bottom. No lexicon is
provided.
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4.2. Implementation Details
Network Settings The CNN encoder of our model is
adapted from [46]. Specifically, we only keep the first two
2× 2-stride convolutions for feature maps down-sampling,
and the last three 2 × 2-stride convolutions in [46] are re-
placed with 1× 1-stride convolutions.
To reduce the computation of the first relation attention
module, a 1 × 1 convolutional layer is applied to the input
feature maps to reduce the channel size to 128. By default,
the number of transformer layers of relation attention mod-
ule is set to 2. And for each transformer unit in relation
attention module, the hidden size and the number of self-
attention heads are set to 512 and 4 respectively.
As for the parallel attention module, the number of out-
put nodes n is set to 25, since the lengths of most common
English words are shorter than 25. Besides, we set the cate-
gory |Ω| of the decoded characters to 38, which corresponds
to digits (0-9), English characters (a-z/A-Z, the case is ig-
nored), a symbol “EOS” to mark the end of a sequence and
a symbol “UNK” to represents all the other characters.
Training To compare fairly with the previous methods, we
train our model on Synth90K and SynthText from scratch.
The sample ratio of Synth90K and SynthText is set to 1 : 1.
In the training stage, the input image is resized to 32× 100.
We also use data augmentation (color jittering , blur et al.)
as [32]. Besides, we use ADADELTA [54] to optimize our
model with the batch size of 128. Empirically, we set the
initial learning rate to 1 and decrease it to 0.1 and 0.01 at
step 0.6M and 0.8M respectively. And the training phase is
terminated at the step 1M.
Inference In the inference stage, we still resize the input
image to 32 × 100. We decode the probability matrix to
character sequence with the following rules: 1) for each
output node, the character with the maximum probability
is treated as the output. 2) All “UNK” symbol will be re-
moved. 3) The decoding process will be terminated when
meeting the first “EOS”. By default, we take the predicted
sequence from the second stage decoder as our result. Fol-
lowing the previous methods, we evaluate our method on all
datasets with one model by default.
Implementation We implement our method with Py-
Torch [2] and conduct all experiments on a regular work-
station. By default, we train our model in parallel with two
NVIDIA P40 GPU and evaluate on a single GPU with the
batch size of 1.
4.3. Comparisons with State-of-the-Arts
To verify the effectiveness of our proposed method, we
evaluate and compare our method with the previous state-
of-the-arts on the above-mentioned benchmarks. Following
the previous methods, we measure the recognition perfor-
mance with word recognition accuracy. An image is con-
sidered to be correctly recognized when the predicted text
is the same as the ground truth. When a lexicon is avail-
able, the predicted text is amended by the word with the
minimum edit distance to the predicted text.
4.3.1 Regular Scene Text Recognition
We first evaluate our model on 4 regular scene text datasets:
IIIT5K, SVT, IC03, IC13. The results are reported in Ta-
ble 1. In the case of fair comparison, our method achieves
state-of-the-art results on most datasets. As for IIIT5K and
SVT, since some text instances are curved or oriented, our
results are slightly better than [46], and outperforms the
other methods by a large margin. On IC03, our results
are comparable to [36] when evaluated without lexicon, and
outperforms all the other methods when recognizing with-
out lexicon. Our result on IC13 is slightly lower than [11, 8]
which is designed for regular text recognition. The perfor-
mances on regular scene text datasets show the generality
and robustness of our proposed method.
4.3.2 Irregular Scene Text Recognition
To validate the effectiveness of our method to recognize ir-
regular scene text, we conduct experiments on three irregu-
lar scene text datasets: IC15, SVTP and CUTE. We list and
compare our results with previous methods in Table 1. Our
method beats all the previous methods by a large margin.
In detail, our results outperform the previous best results on
the three irregular scene text datasets by 0.2%, 3.8% and
3.5% respectively. Especially, on CUTE, our method sur-
passes the rectification-based methods [46, 36] at least 3.5%
and performs better than [12] which also recognizes irreg-
ular text in 2D perspective by 10%. The apparent advan-
tage over previous methods demonstrates that our method
is more robust and effective to recognize irregular text, es-
pecially in the case of recognizing text with more complex
layout (such as the samples in CUTE80).
4.3.3 Multi-line Scene Text Recognition
Previous irregular scene datasets only contain oriented, per-
spective or curved text, but lack the text in multi-line. Multi-
line text, such as license plate number, mathematical for-
mula and CAPTCHA, is common in natural scene. To ver-
ify the capacity of our method to recognize multi-line text,
we propose a multi-line scene text dataset, called MLT280.
We also create a synthetic license plate dataset which con-
tains 1.2 million synthetic images to train our model. Some
synthetic images are exhibited in Figure 4. The MLT 280
and the synthetic images will be made available.
We train two models in total, one trained from scratch
with random initialization and the other initialized with the
model pre-trained on Synth90K and SynthText, and then
fine-tuned on the synthetic license plate dataset. For the
model trained from scratch, we train the model with the
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Methods IIIT5K SVT IC03 IC13 IC15 SVTP CUTE50 1000 0 50 0 50 Full 0 0 0 0 0
Wang et al. [49] - - - 57.0 - 76.0 62.0 - - - - -
Mishra et al. [39] 64.1 57.5 - 73.2 - 81.8 67.8 - - - - -
Wang et al. [50] - - - 70.0 - 90.0 84.0 - - - - -
Bissacco et al. [9] - - - - - 90.4 78.0 - 87.6 - - -
Almaza´n et al. [6] 91.2 82.1 - 89.2 - - - - - - - -
Yao et al. [53] 80.2 69.3 - 75.9 - 88.5 80.3 - - - - -
Rodrı´guez-Serrano et al. [43] 76.1 57.4 - 70.0 - - - - - - - -
Jaderberg et al. [25] - - - 86.1 - 96.2 91.5 - - - - -
Su and Lu [47] - - - 83.0 - 92.0 82.0 - - - - -
Gordo [15] 93.3 86.6 - 91.8 - - - - - - - -
Jaderberg et al. [21] 95.5 89.6 - 93.2 71.7 97.8 97.0 89.6 81.8 - - -
Jaderberg et al. [23] 97.1 92.7 - 95.4 80.7 98.7 98.6 93.1 90.8 - - -
Shi et al. [44] 97.8 95.0 81.2 97.5 82.7 98.7 98.0 91.9 89.6 - - -
Shi et al. [45] 96.2 93.8 81.9 95.5 81.9 98.3 96.2 90.1 88.6 - 71.8 59.2
Lee et al. [30] 96.8 94.4 78.4 96.3 80.7 97.9 97.0 88.7 90.0 - - -
Liu et al. [33] - - 83.6 - 84.4 - - 91.5 90.8 - 73.5 -
Yang et al. [51] 97.8 96.1 - 95.2 - 97.7 - - - - 75.8 69.3
Liao et al. [32] 99.8 98.8 91.9 98.8 86.4 - - - 91.5 - - 79.9
Li et al. [31]† 99.4 98.2 95.0 98.5 91.2 - - - 94.0 78.8 86.4 89.6
Cheng et al. [11]* 99.3 97.5 87.4 97.1 85.9 99.2 97.3 94.2 93.3 70.6 - -
Cheng et al. [12]* 99.6 98.1 87.0 96.0 82.8 98.5 97.1 91.5 - 68.2 73.0 76.8
Bai et al. [8]* 99.5 97.9 88.3 96.6 87.5 98.7 97.9 94.6 94.4 73.9 - -
Shi et al. [46]* 99.6 98.8 93.4 97.4 89.5 98.8 98.0 94.5 91.8 76.1 78.5 79.5
Luo et al. [36]* 97.9 96.2 91.2 96.6 88.3 98.7 97.8 95.0 92.4 68.8 76.1 77.4
Li et al. [31]* - - 91.5 - 84.5 - - - 91.0 69.2 76.4 83.3
Ours 99.8 99.1 94.0 97.2 90.1 99.4 98.1 94.3 92.7 76.3 82.3 86.8
Table 1. Results on the public datasets. “50” and “1000” mean the size of lexicon. “Full” represents all the words in the testset are used
as lexicon. “0” means no lexicon is provided. The methods with “*” indicate that the corresponding model is trained with Synth90k and
SynthText, which is the same as ours. So these methods can be compared with ours fairly. Note that the model of [31]† is trained on extra
synthetic data and some real scene text data. So we just list the results here for reference.
same training settings as “Ours” in Table 1. As for the
fine-tuned model, we train the model about 150K steps,
with the learning rate of 0.001. To compare with the pre-
vious methods in different pipelines, some other models are
trained. ASTER [46] in rectification-recognition pipeline
and SAR [31] in recurrent attention pipeline are chosen for
comparison. We train ASTER and SAR using the official
codes in [1, 3]. Similarly, two models for each method are
trained on the synthetic license plate dataset.
The results are summarized in Table 2. For ASTER,
40% and 62.5% accuracy are achieved by the random ini-
tialized model and fine-tuned model, respectively. We ob-
serve that the rectification network of ASTER can not han-
dle text in multi-line since almost all multi-line text images
are wrongly recognized, which indicates that the methods in
rectification-recognition pipeline are not suitable for multi-
line text recognition. As for SAR, 43.9% and 51.1% ac-
curacy are achieved respectively. We visualize some failed
cases as well as the corresponding attention masks of SAR
in the supplementary material. Those masks show that SAR
can not locate the characters accurately. The LSTM encoder
in SAR transforms the 2D feature map to 1D sequence by a
Methods Accuracy Speedrandom init fine-tuned P40 Original
ASTER [46] 40.0 62.5 32.4ms 20ms
SAR [31] 43.9 51.1 66.7ms 15ms*
Ours 61.4 80.7 15.1ms -
Table 2. The comparison of accuracy and speed between other
irregular scene text recognition methods and ours on MLT280.
“Original” means the speed reported in the original paper which
is evaluated on different hardware platforms. *The original result
is tested on NVIDIA Titan x GPU, and the batch size is unclear.
vertical max-pooling, which may cause inaccurate localiza-
tion due to the loss of 2D space information. Our method
achieves the best results in both cases. Particularly, 61.4%
and 80.7% accuracy are achieved by the random initialized
model and fine-tuned model, which outperform ASTER and
SAR in a large margin and demonstrate that our method can
handle the multi-line text recognition task well. Some qual-
itative results are presented in Figure 5. The accurate local-
ization in the attention masks indicates that the multi-line
text can be well handled by our method.
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Figure 5. Visualization of the 2D attention masks yielded by our parallel attention module. Due to the space limitation, only the first 6
attention masks are presented. More samples are shown in the supplementary material.
Methods IIIT5K SVT IC03 IC13 IC15 SVTP CUTE
Ours(d1) 93.3 89.3 94 92.5 75.4 81.9 86.5
Ours(d2) 94.0 90.1 94.3 92.7 76.3 82.3 86.8
Table 3. The comparison of the first decoder and the second de-
coder.
4.3.4 Speed
To prove the efficiency of our proposed method, we evalu-
ate the speed of our method as well as other irregular scene
text recognizers. To compare fairly, we evaluate all methods
on the same hardware platform and set the test batch size to
1. Each method is tested 5 times on MLT280. And the
average speed for a single image is listed in Table 2. Bene-
fiting from the parallel computing of our proposed relation
attention module and parallel attention module, our model
is 2.1 times faster than the rectification-based method [46]
and 4.4 times faster than the recurrent 2D attention based
method [31].
4.4. Ablation Study
4.4.1 The Effectiveness of the Second Stage Decoder
To prove the effectiveness of the second stage decoder, we
compare the results yielded by the first stage decoder and
the second stage decoder quantitatively. For convenience,
the results of the first decoder and the second decoder are
named “Ours(d1)” and “Ours(d2)” and listed in Table 3. As
shown, “Ours(d2)” is always better than “Ours(d1)” on all
datasets. It indicates that, to a certain extent the dependency
relationships among the glimpses can be captured by the
relation attention module of the second stage.
4.4.2 The Effectiveness of Relation Attention Module
We also evaluate our model with different number of trans-
former layers in a relation attention module to assess the
effectiveness of relation attention module. The results are
presented in Table 4. For convenience, we name our models
as “Ours(a,b)”, where a and b are the number of transformer
layers of the first and the second relation attention module
respectively. The value will be set to 0 if the corresponding
relation attention module is not used. As shown in Table 4,
Methods IIIT5K SVT IC03 IC13 IC15 SVTP CUTE
Ours(0,0) 92.1 88.1 94.1 91.5 73.4 80 85.4
Ours(2,0) 93.5 90.3 94.3 92.2 74 80.9 85.1
Ours(2,2) 94.0 90.1 94.3 92.7 76.3 82.3 86.8
Table 4. The effect of relation attention module.
GT: sale
   Pred: sal
 GT: vacation
 Pred: vagation
GT: pd8256
 Pred: p08256
GT: thots
   Pred: thuts
GT: dc733
  Pred: dc333
    GT: mt7816
  Pred: m17816
Figure 6. Some failed cases of our method. The wrongly recog-
nized characters are marked in red.
the models with relation attention modules are always bet-
ter than the one without. The comparison of “Ours(0, 0)”
and “Ours(2, 0)” shows the first relation attention module
can improve the recognition accuracy both on regular and
irregular scene text datasets. The comparison of “Ours(2,
0)” and “Ours(2, 2)” demonstrates that the second relation
attention module which captures the dependency relation-
ships of output nodes can further improve the accuracy.
We also evaluate our models with more transformer lay-
ers in relation attention module. Comparable results with
“Ours(2,2)” are achieved. For the trade-off of speed and
accuracy, we use the setting (2, 2) by default.
4.5. Limitation
We visualize some failure cases of our method in Fig-
ure 6. As shown, our method fails to recognize the vertical
text images, since there are no vertical text images in train-
ing samples. Besides our method also struggles to recognize
the characters with the similar appearance (such as “G” and
“C”, “D” and “0”) as well as the images with complex en-
vironmental interference (occlusion, blur et al.).
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a new irregular scene text recog-
nition method. The proposed method which recognizes text
image with 2D image feature can reserve and utilize the 2D
space information of text directly. Besides, benefiting from
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the efficiency of the proposed relation attention module and
parallel attention module, our method is faster than the pre-
vious methods. We evaluate our model both on 7 public
datasets as well as our proposed multi-line text dataset. The
superior performances on all datasets prove the effective-
ness and efficiency of our proposed method. In the future,
recognizing text in vertical and more complex layouts will
be a goal for us.
A. Appendix
A.1. Architecture of Relation Attention Module
The architecture of our proposed relation attention mod-
ule is shown in Figure 7(a). As shown, the relation attention
module is in multi-layer architecture and consists of trans-
former units , one of which is presented in Figure 7(b). For
the first layer, the inputs are the fused features F , which are
the sum of the input features I and the position embedding
features E. For the others layers, the inputs are the outputs
of the previous layer. In detail, the query, keys and values
of each transformer unit are obtained by the Eq.1, Eq.2 and
Eq.3 respectively.
A.2. Qualitative Analysis
We show more qualitative results of our method in Fig-
ure 8. As shown, our method is effective to cope with irreg-
ular scene text such as curved text images and oblique text
images. The highlighted text area of 2D attention masks
indicates that our method is able to learn the positions of
characters and recognize irregular scene text.
A.3. Qualitative Comparison
This section describes the qualitative comparison of our
method with ASTER [46] and SAR [31]. Some samples
from our collected dataset MLT280 are presented in Fig-
ure 9. Specifically, the first part is the input image and cor-
responding ground truth; the second part is the rectified im-
age generated by rectification network of ASTER and the
corresponding prediction; the third and fourth part are the
attention masks and predictions of SAR and ours respec-
tively. The results show that multi-line text images can not
be well handled by ASTER, which may be due to the lim-
ited capacity of the rectification network. The visualization
of 2D attention masks of SAR shows that SAR can learn
the position information of one-line text well, but can not
address complex multi-line text scenario as well. This phe-
nomenon may be caused by the irreversible 2D spacial in-
formation loss of vertical pooling. Since we reserve and uti-
lize 2D spacial information to attend text area, our method
can localize and recognize both one-line and multi-line text
image.
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